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so, will sonar ultimately be able to match logic and cubase? at the moment, i don't think it can match logic in terms of features and functions. some mac users may prefer the intuitive layout of sonar to the 'old school' 'bill' approach of logic. but, if we're comparing like with like, sonar's features are a very close match for the cubase advanced integration
module (aim). there is a benefit, of course, in being able to work in the same daw for both audio and midi editing. in this respect, 'dumping' audio back into sonar has been made a little easier. in fact, it's not a long jorney to get a mix from daw to sonar (or vice versa) in terms of audio from a source like pro tools. it's just that, as i tried to record using sonar, i

encountered far too many minor issues for a general-purpose audio editor to deal with. but, on the whole, sonar has been a good editor for me to work in, and is certainly a step up from the cubase-based solutions i was used to. it's always exciting when a new daw is introduced into the market, and cakewalk (along with steinberg, digital and cakewalk's
predecessor, motu) are a name that truly brings out the excitement, offering an amazing array of features and functionality. the higher price tag can also deter some producers from entering the daw world, but some other suppliers are also struggling in their push towards the mainstream daw market. of late, we've seen ableton pushing to a 'live' level, and
this is seeing other daw manufacturers replicating the 'live' stage, some to better effect. the basic appeal of such applications is that they offer a form of live performance experience, although the absence of a mixing canvas means you're not going to achieve the same slickness and quality as some of the more production-orientated solutions. if a daw can

combine the best features of the multi-track solutions (and multitrack solutions like mastering suite) and the live performance experience (or'macro' solutions like cubase), then, overall, it could really be an exciting and intriguing, yet easy-to-use, solution.
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all you have to do is supply the plug-in with an impulse response file that holds the reverberant properties
of the space. once you've done that, you then get to decide how much - and how fast - those settings are

applied. for example, the user can set the output volume and decay, and decide whether the reverb is
applied to an entire track or to selected audio. it's all very flexible, and it's easy to edit the settings to your

own taste as you go along. another of sonar's major innovations was the z-bus plug-in, which corrects
forphase issues that can be caused by plugging a device into a multi-input bus. theprocessor version of

sonar 5 includes a single-input version, providing this kind of feature to the dsp edition, making it easier to
use in conjunction with any of your other plug-ins. it doesn't quite reach the z-bus' level of sophistication,

but is only the cost of two plug-ins, so it's undoubtedly worth adding. cakewalk sonar's second major
upgrade took place when the product was renamed from sonar tosonar 5. version 5 extends the tool's full

multi-core dsp engine to include 64-bit processing, and also updates its library to include digital and analog
input and output devices. inputs have been improved too, with a new'split mode', which allows you to not
onlyuse in and out channels as separate inputs, but also as independent master tracks. all tracks can have

different dsp settings applied to them, and you can even control the way that the channel is split up by
using the channel mixers. you may also recall that sound quality was increased in sonar 4 with the addition

of omnisphere's 'top-quality' processor. version 5 doesn't completely obliterate the previous version of
sonar's on-board compressors, but it does greatly improve them. the bank has been expanded to contain

(currently) 45 compression processors, which can be used independently or in conjunction with one
another (i.e. a combination of a limiter and expander). the set of controls on each compressor is now a little
more extensive than before, and you can control the output level for all processors, and choose whether to

keep their response within certain parameters too. 5ec8ef588b
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